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Education: B.S. in Psychology, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Total hours: 654 
 

Capstone Project: 54 hours for the Bibi and Me Project 
My capstone project was helping fundraise for education in Kenya. My role was to help create a side 

business project for an existing charity called So They Can. The Side Project was called Bibi & Me. At Bibi & Me, we 
bring baskets back from Kenya that are handmade with love from women in the village trying to make a fair living. 
I helped get these baskets from the back room, up and running to the Bibi & Me Website and create an Etsy page 
for them as well. I also helped over several in person markets over Christmas. I got to set up a booth and help show 
our beautiful baskets in an ethical gift fair, where we promoted buying fair trade items and charity gifts over other 
forms of gift giving. There was also a month long pop up store which I helped out a lot with. I inventorized some of 
the items and also worked on the stand to help customers. It was a lot of fun, and all the crafts in the pop up store 
were either fair trade or local artisan made. It was a blessing to get to know more people in my community while 
also being able to promote fair trade and local gifts during Christmas time.Overall, I did 54 hours with the Bibi & 
Me project. It was a great experience to have and I got to not only help fundraise for education overseas, but I also 
got to help bond the community in Sydney over Christmas when many of us got together at our pop up store. It was 
a great experience to finish my capstone project and wrap up my college service journey. 
 
Other service includes volunteering for roles in programs including the Utah Conservation Corps, the Education 

Outreach Program, a CVUU Youth Mentor, and an Art Instructor/ monthly volunteer at Canterbury Earlwood 
Caring Center. 

 
Other service that I did was the Utah Conservation Corps, which was working on rebuilding hiking trails 

and one saw project during summer of 2016. This service project took me to places in Utah I had no idea existed 
and I got to hike every morning to our project. It was very hard work, we would hike about 4 miles each day with 
tools and supplies in hand to try and restructure a nature trail that had not been maintained for a long time. This 
experience showed me new confidence in the way that I approached life and empowered me to grow later on. I also 
worked with the Education Outreach program fall semester 2016. This experience was working with kids after 
school to help them do their best in school. I worked at Sunrise Elementary School and Cedar Ridge Middle School. 
It was honestly such an enlightening experience, I got to help some kids that were struggling in school and help 
give them the confidence and structure to improve. 

 
My first service project that started my service journey was working as a youth mentor for the Cache 

Valley Unitarian Universalists group in 2015 -2016 when I began university. As a youth mentor, I helped the youth 
leader organize regular gatherings and plan fun activities for us. We also got to work on a project to send 2 youth 
members to New Orleans, Louisiana to participate in the Black Lives Matters Campaign. We hosted dinners, 
performances and even sold oranges at one point to fundraise for this and I helped our leader organise this. During 
my time in Sydney, I also did some art instructing after school and helped with monthly celebrations at a 
community center here. This gave me an opportunity to teach kids again and give them an outlet for creativity. I 
also helped with monthly celebrations like Harmony Day and the Neighborhood Awards Ceremony which were 
both opportunities to celebrate the rich  and diverse cultural heritage that Sydney has to offer. 

 
Throughout my service during my college career I’ve learned that there’s always time to help and 

anywhere you go, there’s a place for you if you are willing to get to know people. My service projects built me far 
greater than any education could provide. I strongly believe that the future of my success is defined by the time and 
compassion I give others much more than academic merits. I’m truly grateful that I got the opportunity to work 
with the Community Engaged Scholars to volunteer with the communities I have been a part of in the last 5 years. 
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